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VGS Control for 
SOC 2
The fastest and most secure way to 
achieve SOC 2 and secure your data.

Features

Automated Evidence 
Collection

Active Security 
Monitoring

Automated Vendor 
Management

Dynamic Policy  
Builder

Customizable Control 
Collections

Automated Risk 
Management

IT Asset  
Management

Real-time Auditor 
Coordination

VGS has simplified the SOC 2 process into only 117 total tasks across 50 controls, and mapped those 
controls to the 5 trust principles for SOC 2—reducing your workload by up to 94%.



About Us



From startups to enterprises, by solving our customers’ compliance and data security overhead, VGS enables 

our customers to focus on developing their products and growing their business. Our integrated data security 

and compliance infrastructure platform allows companies to collect, protect, exchange, and control sensitive 

data, achieve multiple compliances, process payments, issue credit cards, verify identities, and much more.  

Our Zero Data™ Approach gives customers the business utility they need from their sensitive data without the 

compliance and security liability overhead.
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Benefits

Speed up your  
Compliance

Accelerates audit readiness by 

up to 70%; so you're ready in 

weeks, not months.

Reduce Costs and 
Errors

No more manual spreadsheets, 

checklists, mass exports and 

email strings with auditors.

Unlock More  
Business

Build trust with your customers 

by demonstrating that security 

is a priority.

Reduce Team 
Workloads

Prescriptive tasks and 

remediation reduce 

engineering workloads 

upwards of 94%.

Eliminate  
Redundancies

Eliminates the need to use 

another GRC Tool or mass 

export files.

Continuous Security 
Monitoring

24/7 active compliance 

monitoring keeps you 

compliant on an ongoing basis.

Direct Integration with 
SaaS Technologies

Including AWS, GitHub, Slack, 

Google Workspace, Jamf and 

Rippling which automates 

evidence collection.

Direct Integration with 
VGS Vault

VGS Vault is a secure database 

that stores aliased sensitive 

data, which simplifies 

evidencing.

Single-Tool Simplifies 
Audit Work

Unlike other platforms, VGS Control 

stores attestation evidence directly in 

your account — making it readily 

accessible by your team and your audit 

partner. Plus, your entire audit process 

takes place inside one tool; auditors can 

comment, accept or reject evidence, in 

real-time, effectively eliminating any need 

to mass export files to an auditor or use 

another GRC tool.

Integration with SaaS 
and Cloud Services

VGS Control seamlessly integrates with 

your entire stack—including integrations 

with 26+ popular Cloud technologies 

giving you complete visibility into your 

compliance status. It automatically and 

intelligently pulls down attestation 

evidence and appends it directly to the 

Security Control it maps to.

Continuous Monitoring

VGS Control monitors your environments and 

analyzes your existing security posture—as 

well as continuously checks for changes in 

compliance status so you always know where 

you stand.


